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HELLO!
Welcome back! Now that everyone is in the classroom
again and Christmas is right around the corner, it’s time
to really start thinking – and planning – the year ahead.
Whether you are just starting CAP 1 or you’re having a
second go at FAE, it’s important that you map out your
journey to exams. In this issue, we have guidance on
how to do just that.
John Munnelly and Philip Nicolls from the Chartered
Accountants Ireland’s Exams Department explain
how you can use the resources from the Institute to
your advantage, and give you six tips right from the
examiners on how to be sure to do well on your exams.
And, while advice from the experts is always good,
we know that it’s usually easier to takes the word of
someone who has been through it. Elizabeth Shalomi,
CAP 1 table-topper, has given us her successful study
regime.
Lisa Hughes and Louise Quinlan offer up career advice,
from what not to do now that you have your FAE results
to the importance of soft skills and how to utilise them
in the workplace.
Finally, success is important, but you can’t do that
without some self-care. Dawn Leane tells us about
hygge, the Danish equivalent of getting cosy and feeling
content with your life.
I hope you enjoy this issue.

Liz Riley, Editor
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NEWS

Deloitte volunteers work with
Nurture Africa in Uganda

Eimeir Walsh and Eoghan Fox working with UWYEFA, a partner organisation of Nurture Africa’s who
support vulnerable children in Uganda society. Eoghan & Eimeir are delivering finance capacity support.

Deloitte volunteers gave their support to capacity building projects with Nurture Africa
(NA), working on finance and strategy projects in Nansana, Uganda in October. While in the
country, the group made home and business visits to the people affected by HIV/Aids who
are supported by Nurture Africa, and joined other programme volunteers on visits to schools
to provide reading, sports and first aide classes.
In addition to their work within the community, the Deloitte volunteers designed a finance
model and marketing plan for a social enterprise NA are implementing to support their youth
group. This will be used during the vocational training the youth group are receiving from NA.

According to the KPMG
survey of Corporate
Responsibility
Reporting
2017, only 28%
of companies
acknowledge the
financial risk of
climate change in
their annual reports.

28%

ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA

“As we deal with the aftermath
of ex-Hurricane Ophelia
in Ireland, it is
disappointing to see
that Irish companies
are falling behind in
terms of acknowledging
climate change risks.”
Caroline Pope, Head of
Sustainability Services, KPMG
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Ireland’s first Financial Services Inclusion Network (FuSIoN) was launched in October. The network was formed
with the objective of fostering an inclusive environment in the workplace that will, in turn, help organisations better
connect with customers and communities. Bank of Ireland, BNY Mellon, Citibank, Deutsche Bank, EY, State Street
and Ulster Bank are the founding institutions of this new network.

Download the October issue of Accountancy Ireland
In the October issue, Accountancy Ireland explores how Brexit is currently
affecting Ireland and looks into the future to see what could be coming down the
line for the island in 2019.
Check it out in your last edition of Accountancy Ireland Extra or on
www.accountancyireland.ie.

Chartered Accountants Ireland renews Mutual
Recognition Agreement with US accountancy bodies
Chartered Accountants Ireland has renewed its Mutual
Recognition Agreement (MRA) with AICPA, the largest
professional association representing the US Certified
Public Accountant (CPA) qualification, and NASBA, the
organization representing US Boards of Accountancy.
The agreement provides Irish Chartered Accountants
with an accelerated pathway to use of the ‘CPA’ credential
in the United States, to set up in practice as CPAs in the
US and to perform statutory audits there, once agreed
qualifying conditions are met. In return, US CPAs may
practice in Ireland and are entitled to use the designation
Chartered Accountant once agreed qualifying conditions
www.accountancyireland.ie

are met. Representatives from the US bodies formally
signed the agreement with the Chartered Accountants
Ireland delegation on Thursday 10 August.
Mutual Recognition Agreements facilitate cross-border
reciprocity by streamlining the process for qualified
professionals with accounting credentials to become
certified and licensed in each other’s countries. This is
only the sixth agreement that the US CPA bodies have
completed with non-U.S. professional bodies. Irish
Chartered Accountants are among the select group of
accountants in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Hong
Kong and Mexico.
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CASSI

Don Crowley, Head of Department of Professional Development in CIT, with Chartered Accountants Ireland students at the Cork study centre. 250
students in Cork and thousands of others across the country started the new academic year in October.

The Maynooth University Annual Accountancy Showcase took place on Tuesday 3 October 2017 in the Iontas Building, Maynooth University. Picture
above: Anna McPeake (CIMA Prize for Top Management Accounting Student), Paraic Coffey (RBK 1st year Accounting Through Arts Prize), Nela
Czarnecka (Chartered Accountants Ireland Leinster Society 1st year Law & Accounting Prize), Dovydas Sperlingas (BDO 1st year Business & Accounting
Prize), Megan Diamond (KPMG 1st year Accounting & Finance Prize), Sean Brady (KPMG Prize for 1st place on the MA in Accounting and the IFS Prize
for Best Thesis on the MA in Accounting) and Cara Neary (EY Prize for Top Accounting Student on the BA A&F, the Grant Thornton Prize for Taxation
and the Mazars Prize for Financial Accounting).
ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA

EY’s Global
Reporting Centre
of Excellence
The Global Reporting Centre
of Excellence (CoE) drives
disruption in the management of
global statutory audits, provides
business insights into our clients’
performance, and partners with
our clients, as they move to
world class statutory reporting
structures.
Find out what it’s like to work in
the CoE here.
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CASSI

CASSI update for
November 2017
October saw all students starting
back to class. With this comes
new challenges, new timetables
and weekend class. We hope
we at CASSI can help you with
any concerns you may have.
We would encourage all new
students to get involved with
their regional committees, attend
regional events and please provide
feedback and suggestions.
If any new students would like
more details on CASSI, feel free to
leave us a message on Facebook
or email info@cassi.ie. For all
education related queries, please
contact the education office on
education@cassi.ie.
October also brought the both
the CASSI Weekend Away and
CASSI Conference. This year, the
CASSI Weekend Away was held
20 – 22 October in the Mount
Wolseley Hotel. It was a massive
success, with students attending
from all regions. CASSI would
like to thank the Mount Wolseley
Hotel for all their hospitality and
all the students who attended
and participated. Without you,
the weekend just wouldn’t have
been a success. The committee
look forward to planning the 2018
Weekend Away.
The CASSI Conference, themed
Finding the Balance, took place
on Wednesday 25 October at the
Dean Hotel in Dublin. The keynote
speaker was Kweku Adoboli, an
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ex-UBS trader. Kweku is known for
his role in the UBS rogue trader
scandal of 2011, where he engaged
in unauthorized trading that cost
UBS two billion dollars. He was
convicted of fraud by abuse of
power in 2012 and sentenced to
seven years in prison. This story
captivated all in attendance.
There were also contributions
from Shauna Greely (President,
Chartered Accountants Ireland),
Michael Walls (Finance Director,
Urban Volt), Roseann Heavey
(Partner, Noone Casey), Sinead
Fox Hamilton (McKinty Associates,
Chartered Accountants Ireland’s
Young Chartered Star), Ciara Tallon
(Career development, Chartered
Accountant Ireland, Career),
Martin Rogan (CEO, Mental Health
Ireland) and Jonathon Butler
(Senior Accountant, Glanbia
Performance Nutrition). CASSI
would like to thank everyone who
attended and all speakers for
their insightful and interesting
contributions.
Finally, CASSI would encourage
all new students to reach out
to their regional committees as
there will be welcome events
happening all over the country in
the coming weeks.
CASS Sligo
CASSS organised a day out
at the Boda Borg Lough Key
Forest & Activity Park, Boyle,
Co. Roscommon. It was a very
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competitive affair with the team
representing the COD section
coming out on top.
CASSS continue to have their
regular coffee mornings. These
are held every three weeks with a
free coffee and a treat. All Sligo
students are welcome to attend.
CASS Midlands
CASSM recently held a social
night in Athlone to welcome
the new Chartered Accountants
Ireland students in the region, but
also to allow those members who
have recently sat FAE and CAP 2
exams a chance to celebrate or
commiserate with one another!
The night involved bowling and
food in The Planet Entertainment
Centre, and drinks in Sean’s Bar.
CASS Ulster
CASSU have recently welcomed
in a new committee. The newly
formed group has been busy
planning events for the coming
year. Their next event is a pub
quiz on 9 November in Morrison’s
Bar, Belfast to welcome in new
students from Ulster.
CASS Dublin
CASSD are hosting welcome
drinks for all the new students
on the 9 November in Capitol,
so keep an eye on your email for
more details.
The CASSD AGM will take
place on 18 November. Those
interested in running for a
position should contact
dublin@cassi.ie for more
information.

PwC Ireland’s graduate programme puts you
at the heart of one of the world’s leading
professional services firms. You have the
opportunity to grow professionally and
personally, to build lasting relationships
and to make a difference. You will help
us to solve important problems and
build trust in society.

Your opportunity is here

Find out more online
today

Opportunity awaits

www.pwc.ie/graduate
© 2017 PricewaterhouseCoopers. All rights reserved. PwC refers to the PwC network and/or one or more of its member firms, each
of which is a separate legal entity. Please see www.pwc.com/structure for further details. PwC helps organisations and individuals
create the value they’re looking for. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more than 208,000 people who are committed to
delivering quality in assurance, tax and advisory services. Tell us what matters to you and find out more by visiting us at www.pwc.ie
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Making an
early choice
Ryan Basquel, Audit
Assistant at Deloitte
Ireland, explains how,
after wanting to be an
accountant as a young
boy, he went on to
achieve his goal.
You did commerce at UCD and a
Masters in Accounting from UCD
Smurfit Business School – did you
always want to be an accountant?
I started studying accountancy in
school so it was always something
I had an interest in. After that, I
enjoyed the accountancy subjects in
university and that’s probably when
I made the final decision to become
an accountant. (My dad being an
accountant had nothing to do with it!)
What advice would you give a young
person who already knows they want
to go into accountancy? What puts
them on the right path?
I would advise them to do two things:
1. Engage with the accountancy
material as much as possible
during university exams. Doing
so will help during the final FAE
exams later; and
2. Work on your soft skills such as
communication and teamwork
through university projects/
societies/sports teams. These

www.accountancyireland.ie

skills are really important when
you start working.
What do you do to make sure you
give back to the community while
you are training?
As part of the graduate programme
in Deloitte, we have numerous
events throughout the year where
we have the opportunity to give back
to the community. One such event
is Deloitte Impact Day – a project
where I went out to Cheeverstown,
an organisation that provides a range
of services to those with intellectual
disabilities. Myself and a Deloitte
team did some renovation work
on a house where Cheeverstown

residents live. I also help out in
the local GAA club, Ballyboden St.
Endas.
Lastly, how do you balance work,
study and personal life?
I think planning is really important.
Planning out what I have to do
early in the week allows me to
be organised and keep on top of
things. Also, depending on the time
of the year, different tasks and jobs
need to take priority. It’s important
to be aware of the priority shift and
let others around you know, too. I
think getting a balance is important
as it allows you to perform better in
each area.
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TECHNICAL UPDATES

WHAT’S
NEW?
A round-up of recent
announcements in the
world of accountancy.
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IAASA sets out key topics for
consideration in preparing 2017
financial statements
IAASA has published its annual
Observations document which
highlights key topics management,
directors and audit committees
should consider when preparing,
approving and auditing 2017
financial statements. While IAASA’s
remit extends only to companies
with securities admitted to trading
on a regulated market (principally
the main market of the Irish Stock
Exchange), the topics identified in
the 2017 Observations document
could usefully be taken into
consideration by a broader range
of companies with the aim of
improving the quality of financial
reporting generally and to increase

the transparency and usefulness
of financial statements for users.
Key areas that merit close scrutiny
by those preparing, approving and
auditing 2017 financial statements
include:
• Disclosing the impact of new
accounting standards issued
but not yet effective;
• Presenting alternative
performance measures (APMs)
in a transparent and consistent
fashion;
• The measurement and
disclosure of fair values; and
• The accounting treatment of
uncertain tax positions.
The Observations document can be
accessed here.

TECHNICAL UPDATES
Advice for 2017/18
annual reports
The Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) has written to companies
to highlight changes to reporting
requirements and key areas
where improvements can be
made when preparing annual
reports for the 2017/18 reporting
season. The FRC’s letter draws
companies’ attention to areas of
investor focus, including:
• The implementation of new
accounting standards;
• Non-financial reporting;
• Viability statements;
• Dividends;
• Critical judgements and
estimates; and
• Defined benefit pensions.
The annual report provides an
opportunity to communicate key
information to investors about
the company’s performance,
strategy and future prospects. It
should therefore be presented in
a user-friendly, clear and concise
manner. Read the FRC’s guidance
in full here.
IAASB’s Group Audits Task
Force issues update
The International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB)’s Group Audits Task
Force has issued an update of
the group audit project. The
update outlines the issues
under consideration in the
revised International Standard
on Auditing (ISA) 600, Special
Considerations – Audits of Group
Financial Statements and other
projects that address additional
international standards. The
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update also explains the links
between these projects as they
relate to group audit issues. Read
the project update in full here.
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Requirements are also changing
with the implementation of
new standards for Financial
Instruments, Revenue from
Contracts with Customers and
Corporate reporting standard
Leases (IFRS 9, 15 and 16) and
improving, though quality not
the Non-Financial Reporting
as high as it should be
Directive. The technical findings
While corporate reporting by large can be found here.
listed companies is generally
good, detailed explanations
Desk top survey of issuers’
and clarity could still be better,
operating segment disclosures
according to the Financial
IAASA has published the results
Reporting Council’s (FRC) Annual of its desktop survey into the
Review of Corporate Reporting.
operating segment disclosures by
The quality of narrative reporting issuers. The paper also sets out
has improved following the
some of the enforcement actions
introduction of the strategic
taken by IAASA relating to
report in 2013. There have been
operating segment disclosures.
further improvements in the
The survey identified that:
strategic report this year, but
• A total of 84 operating
it remains an area subject to
segments were presented
frequent challenge by the FRC’s
by the 29 selected issuers in
Corporate Reporting Review
their most recently published
team, particularly where there
annual reports – an average of
is insufficient balance or where
2.9 segments per issuer;
disclosures are not sufficiently
• 11 issuers identified the board
specific or descriptions too
of directors as their chief
vague.
operating decision maker
The FRC expects companies to
(CODM), while seven issuers
provide company specific data
identified the Chief Executive
rather than resort to generic
Officer as the CODM;
information. The report notes
• Six issuers did not disclose
that expectations of corporate
the judgements made by
reporting are changing. There
management in applying
are increasing calls for more
the operating segment
information about how a
aggregation criteria;
company has thought about its
• Seven issuers did not disclose
long-term success, how directors
or specifically address the
have discharged their Section
basis of accounting for any
172 duties to stakeholders, along
transactions between their
with a better explanation of how
reportable segments; and
a company creates value and
• Five issuers did not provide all
the extent to which that value is
of the reconciliations required
dependent on relationships with
by IFRS 8 Operating Segments.
stakeholders.
The paper is available here.
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Steering the right course

The first step to success in the FAEs is knowing where you’re going and
mapping out how to get there.
WORDS BY JOHN MUNNELLY

ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA

EXAMS

In September’s edition of
Accountancy Ireland Extra, we
offered prospective candidates
a starting point for their studies.
Candidates were advised to begin
by reading the CAP 2 examiners
report as it highlighted areas
where candidates performed
poorly. The FAE examiners pay
close attention to this report.
Proper navigation
Candidates are now advised to
read the recently released FAE
report, as it contains key insights
from the examining team on the
most recent sitting of the FAEs.
The commentary from both
the FAE Committee and the
examiners is a rich seam of
knowledge for candidates. It is
interesting to note that the same
issues are being reported on in
the current FAE report as the
2016 FAE report. There is a big
opportunity for candidates to
ensure their own study plan takes
consideration of and addresses
these weaknesses identified by
the FAE examiners.
Later articles in Accountancy
Ireland Extra will pick up on
certain themes that have
emerged from the 2017 FAE
sitting. Right now, however, we
must start by framing the study
year for candidates.
Keeping pace
From 1 November 2017, there
are just over five weeks to the
AAFRP Interim Assessment exam
– 39 days, to be precise. Not only
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Many of the top 10 focused on covering
material before lectures so they could use
the lecture to deepen their understanding
of any problem areas. All of them spent
time on perfecting exam technique.

is the AAFRP assessment is the
first opportunity for candidates
to demonstrate their financial
reporting knowledge, this exam
carries a weighting of 15%
towards candidates final FAE
Comprehensive and Simulations
grade.
A starting point for candidates
is the 2017/2018 Competency
Statement. There is specific
guidance given on what
standards are examinable for
the AAFRP.

Assessment in April 2018. Again,
the Competency Statement
2017/2018 provides specific
guidance on what topic areas
are examinable for each elective.
Candidates are advised to start
their study regime as early as
possible, ensuring familiarity
with the material. This will
give a solid base from which
candidates can hone their exam
technique, the importance of
which cannot be overstated.

It should be noted that AAFRP
results in 2016 were markedly
weaker than those in 2015.
There were a variety of reasons
for that performance; however,
complacency tops the list every
year. Candidates should not
allow themselves to become
complacent in their studies –
attend all lectures and start
your study regime early.

Getting past the finish line
It is no coincidence that the
candidates who placed in this
year’s FAE top 10 all began their
studies early and attended all
lectures where possible. Many
of these candidates focused on
covering material before lectures
so they could use the lecture to
deepen their understanding of
any problem areas. All of them
spent time on perfecting exam
technique.

After the AAFRP, candidates
should focus their attention
on the Elective Interim

If it worked for them it can work
for you. Best of luck in your
studies.
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Six tips for exam success

Exams might seem a world away, but it’s best to treat prep like a marathon, not
a sprint. Utilising these six tips will help you prepare for your exams.
WORDS BY PHILIP NICOLLS

ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA

EXAMS

It seems like no time since we
packed away the desks and clocks in
the summer exam halls and here we
are, already into a new term of
CAP 1, CAP 2 and FAE classes. The
2018 exams may still seem a long
way off but the key to success is
knowing the right approach from
the start. Here are my six tips to
maximise your exam success.
1. Attend class: You might think that
sitting in class “doesn’t work”
for you. The statistics would say
that skipping class doesn’t work
for anyone. When we crunch
the numbers, we see time and
time again that attendance at
class is highly correlated to exam
success. Listen to the numbers.
Go to class.
2. Cover the key topics and
early: Examiners frequently
highlight that candidates haven’t
adequately learned key parts of
the Competency Statement. If you
walk into the exam hall not fully
understanding WACC, standard
costing, statements of cash flow,
VAT, leases, key tax reliefs, etc.,
you’re shooting yourself in the
foot. Understand what the really
fundamental topics are for each
paper and make sure you fully
grasp them as they’re covered
in class. Don’t assume you can
catch up on it all once you’re on
study leave. You can’t.
3. Learn exam technique: For now,
understand that exam technique
is different from knowing the
technical accounting stuff.
It’s a skill set that you have to
consciously learn and continually
practice between now and
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exam week. Essentially, it’s
about managing your time in
the exam hall, prioritising the
questions that will score you
“easy” marks and avoiding the
common pitfalls. There are lots of
resources available to help with
this, including previous issues
of Accountancy Ireland Extra.
Ultimately, good exam technique
is vital to passing your exams
and poor technique is often cited
by examiners as the key issue in
scripts that fall short of passing.
4. Practice papers (in exam
conditions): This might seem
obvious but I still meet people
in the exam hall who haven’t
sat past papers as part of their
preparation. I usually meet these
people more than once. Past
papers are a great way to test
your technical knowledge and
hone your exam technique, but
use them wisely to maximise
the gains. The least effective
way to use past papers is to read
the question, read the solution
and convince yourself you could
answer it on the day. The most
effective way is to replicate
exam conditions as best you
can – close the door, turn your
phone off, work out exactly how
much time you would have to
answer the question and stick to
it. Then compare your answer to
the solution and evaluate your
progress. Not being able to finish
a part in the time allotted can be
just as informative as not knowing
a particular calculation to solve
the problem.
5. Take your mock exams seriously:
The mock exam is like a practice
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paper on steroids. All the above
benefits plus a tutorial solution
or written feedback on your
performance. If you’re focused
on passing the exam, then the
mock is a fabulous learning
tool. Sadly, a lot of students sit
the mock exams without proper
preparation and end up simply
validating how much work they
still have to do before their actual
exams. Stronger students will
use the mock exams to identify
the technical areas to prioritise
during their final weeks of study
and to further polish their exam
technique, not as a “motivational”
tool to get your act together.
6. Listen to the examiner: If anyone
tries to predict what will be
on the paper, ignore them. On
the other hand, twice a year
the examiner highlights key
Competency Statement areas
that have been answered poorly,
common mistakes, examples of
weak exam technique, etc. in the
PEC / FAEC report. You would
do well to pay attention to these.
Similarly, Accountancy Ireland
Extra frequently contains articles
from educators, examiners and
the Chartered Accountants Ireland
exams team that are all focused
on helping you meet your exam
goals.
Your professional exams are very
much a marathon. Every one of
these steps requires significant
time and energy on your part as you
prepare for summer examinations.
As anyone who has prepared for a
marathon will tell you, the sooner
you start, the better.
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STUDY TIPS
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Advice from the top
Elizabeth Shalomi, tax trainee at KPMG, shares some of the rituals
that earned her the top spot in the CAP 1 exams last summer.
Pre-study leave
Make sure to keep up-to-date with
lectures, either by attending or
watching them online. You don’t
want study leave to be the first
time you are seeing the material.
Take the interim assessments
seriously. These enable you to
build-up marks before the final
exams in May and the notes you
make for the assessments will be
useful for the final exams.
Try and build the individual subject
folders as you go along during the
year. Doing this during study leave
is going to take up precious time!
Take the mocks seriously – they
give you a feel of what the final
exam is like and you get feedback
on your performance. You can
also use them as a way to get your
timing right, something that could
easily trip you up on the day.
Study leave
My biggest advice for study leave
is to attempt the questions under
time and exam pressure. My rule
of thumb for study leave was 1.4
minutes per mark (this takes into
account a total 10 minutes of
reading time, five minutes of panic
time and 15 minutes to account for
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the fact that you aren’t attempting
the paper under ‘real’ exam
pressures).
Write your notes early-on during
study leave and use them as you
study rather than making them
towards the end of study leave
when you don’t have as much time
to memorise and utilise them.
Use the learning journal when
studying to ensure all topics are
covered.
Go to the block release week. It’s
the perfect time to refresh your
memory on what you need to
know and also to highlight your
strengths and weaknesses in
terms of the topics and subjects.
When studying, be sure to start the
week off with a subject you like the
least or the subject that requires
the most amount of study time, as
it becomes harder to concentrate
and motivate yourself as the week
progresses. Get the bad stuff out
of the way first.
Exam week
After each exam, take a break before
studying for the next. You don’t want
to do too much the day or night
before an exam.

I found that the best way for me to
prepare for the next exam was to do
a full paper (preferably, the previous
year’s summer paper) under time
pressure and to review the notes I
made earlier during study leave.
During the exam
Stick to the time allotted to each
question (1.7 minutes/mark), move
on if you get stuck and try not to
panic.
After the exam
Relax. I felt like I definitely earned a
little down-time after I was done and
you will, too.
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Make room for hygge this winter

The Danes have figured out how to be happy with hygge. How do we employ
those same concepts in Ireland?
WORDS BY DAWN LEANE

ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA

WELL-BEING

The Danish term ‘hygge’ is being
used to sell everything from
pyjamas to rugs. The Oxford
Dictionary even shortlisted
‘hygge’ as one of their Words of
the Year 2016. Hard to explain
and even harder to pronounce, it
translates roughly to ‘cosiness’
and is intended to promote
a feeling of well-being or
contentment.
Surviving the Danish winter is
as much a mental challenge as
it is a physical one. Hygge is a
way to cope with the freezing
temperatures and long, dark
days. From lighting candles,
snuggling up with a blanket and a
hot chocolate, to meeting up with
friends and family in a warm pub,
the concept is to overcome the
cold and miserable weather by
feeling warm and cosy inside.
Dr Mark Williamson of Action for
Happiness explains: “Research
shows that people who are able
to be kind to themselves rather
than harshly self-critical tend
to have better mental health
and higher life satisfaction, and
allowing ourselves some hygge
time to boost our own wellbeing leaves us better placed to
contribute and help others.”
By placing such an emphasis on
spending time with family and
friends, hygge ensures one of the
most important contributors to
our psychological well-being.
Danes are ranked the happiest
nation in the world. A UN
resolution states that the pursuit
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of happiness is a fundamental
human goal and they publish an
annual World Happiness Report,
considering many factors such
as health, family, job security
and social factors. In this report,
Denmark has topped the list four
times out of five.
Meik Wiking, author of
The Little Book of Hygge
and Chief Executive of the
Happiness Research Institute
in Copenhagen, believes that
hygge is the main reason for this
ranking. He argues that while
other countries have similar
concepts, hygge is uniquely
Danish. “It’s an integral part of
our cultural DNA: we talk about
it tremendously often. Since I
began researching the book,
I’ve noticed just how much
hygge comes up in everyday
conversation”.
While our winter in Ireland is
not quite as bad as Denmark,
the short days and relentless
damp can crush even the most
optimistic of spirits. Add to
that the stress of working while
attending lectures, completing
assignments and preparing for
exams – our lives can become
extremely stressful at this time of
year.
So, how can we adopt the
principles of hygge in a way that
fits with our culture (and without
spending a fortune on candles
and slankets)? In Irish terms,
it’s a bit like going home for
Christmas – meeting up with old
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friends in the local pub, visiting
family, or eating selection boxes
in an onesie on St. Stephens Day.
Hygge is a conscious act, one
that promotes happiness, safety
and emotional well-being.
In short, hygge is about being
intentional in doing those things
that feed our souls so that we
can overcome the challenging
periods of our life with our sense
of well-being intact.
Even Hillary Clinton subscribes
to the self-care aspects of hygge.
In her memoir What Happened,
she describes how she passed
the days and weeks following the
US election. She did “quite a bit
of thinking and writing … some
praying, some stewing, and, in
time, a good deal of laughing. I
went on a lot of long walks in the
woods, with my husband and our
dogs … I surrounded myself with
friends and caught up on some
of the shows that people have
been telling me about for years
... I spent time with my wonderful
grandchildren. I believe this is
what some call ‘self-care’. It turns
out, it’s pretty great”.
The next time the stresses of life
are getting too overwhelming, try
to adopt some of the principles
of hygge. Whether that is sitting
by an open fire, going for a walk,
or meeting up with friends for a
cup of tea; the essence of hygge
is to carve out time in our busy
lives for ourselves.
Dawn Leane is the Principal
of LeaneLeaders.
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Something out of the ordinary
After a year of insight into what can bring you success, Neil O’Brien shares his
lessons from a different angle.
I thought that I should end this
series of articles with something
slightly different. So far, I have been
laying out my case for why I feel the
way I do about various topics that
relate to the human condition. This
time I’d like to tell a story. This is a
true story from one of my clients and
I hope will summarise all that I’ve
covered in the previous articles.
Sort him out
I got a phone call from a woman
who had attended one of my talks.
She was phoning on behalf of her
brother Jimmy. She wanted Jimmy
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to see me so I could “sort him out”.
When I explained that this is not how
coaching works, she relented, said
she would get him to contact me.
His unusual surname stuck with me.
About two weeks later, I got the call.
As soon as I heard the name, I knew
who this was. He was very nervous
and uncomfortable, and admitted
that he’s “old school” so all this
“coaching therapy stuff” was new to
him. In response, I suggested that
we meet just once and if he would
like to meet again, we could. He
agreed.

Meeting one: nervous and awkward
Our first meeting was very fraught
and very heavy. Jimmy was nervous
and tense throughout. However, he
stated his objective for our work
together: help him find a person with
whom to share his life. He explained
that he was separated, feeling very
lonely and was going in on himself,
not making an effort for anything
other than work. Ironically, work was
going great. He was a small business
owner employing a number of people
but he was spending too much time
at the office in order to avoid going
home to a cold, empty house.
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Jimmy was clearly quite low at
this first meeting, so I decided
that first we would build him up
first before tackling the overall
objective. For homework, he was
to go for three walks a week for
four weeks; a target of at least
12 walks in a month. I ended by
reminding him that the walking is
all he is committing to right now
and if he ever wants to meet again,
he knows where I am.
Meeting two: confident
and optimistic
A month later, Jimmy arrived to
our meeting with a noticeable
pep in his step. He was much
more relaxed, and keen for us to
move forward. He reported that
the walking was working. He was
walking everyday – sometimes
twice per day. He easily exceeded
the challenge I set for him.
During this second session,
he engaged with the process
much more. He was into it and
challenged me during our talk
about his life and work. The
session ended with him having
more homework to complete
outside and at work. There was
a conversation in the office that
he had been avoiding. I told him
he was to have this conversation
immediately. And, the usual deal
applied – if he ever wanted to
meet again he knew where to find
me.
Meeting three: Elvis is
in the building
A month later, Jimmy arrived to
our meeting with a swagger and
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confidence I didn’t even think
I could have. He proceeded to
outline what a fantastic month
he’d just had. “Work and life
couldn’t be better,” he said.
Following a great business
meeting earlier that month
where he had the conversation
I encouraged him to have, he
decided he’d treat himself to a
bottle of aftershave. He went into
a well-known department store on
Grafton Street and was sampling
two different types when he
noticed a woman standing beside
at the counter. In that moment,
he did something completely out
of the ordinary. He turned to her
and asked her which aftershave
she preferred. She entered into
the spirit of the moment and they
had a bit of fun choosing the best
one. They got on so well that
Jimmy asked her out for lunch the
following week.
Jimmy met Barbara for lunch and
his usual surname was mentioned.
Barbara commented that when she
was 16, she was madly in love with
a boy called James of the same
surname... and then it dawned on
them.
Jimmy and Barbara went out
with each other many years ago.
Although they were madly in love,
Jimmy ended the relationship
because his father told him that the
Leaving Cert was more important.
It was time Jimmy knuckled down,
worked hard, stopped seeing that
girl. To please his father, Jimmy did
as he was told.
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However, in a department store
on Grafton Street, Jimmy and
Barbara found each other again
after many years apart. They are
still madly in love and Barbara
is working with Jimmy in the
business.
Jimmy’s lasting legacy
There are three things that Jimmy
taught me though our work
together. First, the Jimmy I met at
our first meeting was not the real
Jimmy. He was only a fraction of
himself. There is so much more
to Jimmy when he values himself.
Second, look at what he achieved
when he was prepared to do what
he thought was out of character
behaviour. In other words, look
how easy it was for him to leave
his comfort zone when he felt
stronger and lighter. Finally,
Jimmy will freely admit that
everything started to turn around
for him with his three walks a
week. Don’t underestimate the
power of small, regular steps.
2018
My wish in 2018 and beyond is
for you not to over-think, and
have enough courage from
time to time to do something
you wouldn’t normally do. And,
like Jimmy, if it’s for the right
reasons, it can only work out for
you.
Thank you for reading these
articles throughout 2017. I
thought that ending with a
love story might be something
that Accountancy Ireland Extra
wouldn’t normally do!
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ONE YOUNG WORLD

One life changing experience
Sinead Fox-Hamilton was chosen as Chartered Accountants Ireland’s Young
Chartered Star and won the “once in a lifetime” trip to the One Young World
Summit in Bogotá, Colombia.

Why did you enter the Young
Chartered Star competition?
Entry to the Young Chartered Star
competition involved penning an
article on my Chartered Accountancy
journey, and, as I have had quite
an unconventional path both to
and post-qualification, I thought it
worthwhile to share my story. I’ll
be honest, though. There was also
added incentive of the amazing,
once-in-a-lifetime, all-expenses paid
trip to the One Young World Summit
in Colombia. I had followed last
year’s winner, Olivia McDonald, on
social media during her trip and it
looked like a fantastic opportunity.
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I genuinely did not expect to win
as the standard of the entries was
exceptional. (We have so much
talent in our membership!) So, being
selected to attend the Summit was
amazing news.
You’ve recently returned from the
One Young World Summit in Bogotá,
Colombia – how was it?
The entire Summit was an amazing
experience from start to finish. The
incredible opening ceremony in
Bolivar Square set a high standard
for the rest of the event and all that
followed didn’t fail to deliver. Having
the chance to hear from world

renown speakers and celebrities
including Kofi Annan, Professor
Muhammad Yunus, President Juan
Manuel Santos, Sir Bob Geldof,
Cher and Tinie Tempah (to name
a few) was a real privilege. There
were so many inspiring presenters
at the Summit – the caliber was
exceptional. Being in attendance
with such talent really was fantastic
and having the chance to meet and
network with other young people
from all across the globe was
brilliant. Even meeting my fellow
Chartered Accountants Worldwide
delegates was a great opportunity.
I enjoyed exchanging views and
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talking about our own respective
countries and our profession.
The One Young World Summit
was an experience like no other. I
had read past attendee feedback
describing it as life-changing and
I completely understand this now
(despite it sounding a bit cliché).
What were a few of your take-aways
from the Summit?
The ultimate aim of One Young World
is to gather together young people
from all over the globe, encourage
them to make lasting connections
and go on to create positive change.
Delegate’s debate, formulate and
share innovative solutions for
pressing world issues.
A delegate speaker said, “Collective
resources provides real opportunity.
Change is a choice. Leadership
is waiting.” This message really
resonated with me.
Throughout the Summit, there was
a common theme in many of the
presentations and discussions:
young people can be (and are)
leaders. As leaders, we must ensure
we transform inspiration to action.
There was real encouragement for
us all to take strides (no matter how
small) towards making a positive
impact on the world.
The delegates were seen as being
the catalysts for change, and
following the Summit, I have a
renewed sense of purpose. I have to
take ownership for putting my skills
and expertise to full use and ensure I
am contributing to society in any way
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I can. The importance of empowering
others was echoed time again and I
plan to make sure I also do this going
forward.
Who were your favourite speakers?
I really enjoyed hearing from
Professor Muhammad Yunus. He
created a feeling that we could make
the impossible possible and achieve
great things. He said, “Whatever
you can do or dream you can, begin
it. Boldness has genius, power and
magic in it. Create the world you
want. Make it happen.” This made
for a really powerful message, and it
inspired me.
Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever, was
direct. “Business must be actively
involved in sustainable change”,
he said. I agree and know the
likes of us accountants working
in professional roles are ideally
place to take the initiative to help
make sustainable change. Paul
further added that “young leaders
shouldn’t just have a seat at the
table, they should have the table”
which stuck with me. It is vital that
young people are nurtured and
given the chance to take ownership
and lead. The stories of the great
successes and feats achieved by
many of the delegate speakers
(often against the odds) was a
testament of what ability lies in the
youth pool. It is the responsibility
of organisations to harness and
support young talent for the better
and enrichment of society as a
whole.
How did the Summit change your
perspective?
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The subject matter discussed was
more than just typical business
themes and, instead, often delved
into deeper, broader social topics,
which I found to be beneficial.
I was moved when I heard first
hand stories of the suffering fellow
young people have endured in
their countries. I have come away
feeling a greater appreciation for
the privileged society in which I
live and now have a greater drive to
do more to help ensure we all have
greater access to equal rights and
opportunities.
The Summit has certainly
broadened my outlook and opened
my eyes to a more global viewpoint.
At the Summit we were told that
people with passion can truly
change the world. I am feeling
energized from all the positive
motivation and keen to do my bit!
What is the one message from the
conference that will stay with you?
Kofi Annan’s said, “You are never
too young to lead and never too
old to learn”. I think there is a
misconception in society that
leadership comes with age or time
served but the very essence of
One Young World is to dispel such
notions and, instead, celebrate
young people taking the reins and
using their energy and passion
to create positive action. The
power and potential of youth was
championed and encouraged in
Kofi Annan’s words. On the flip side,
even with age, there is still always
room to learn and develop, which I
plan to continue to do well into my
career.
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What not to do now that you
have your FAE results
WORDS BY LISA HUGHES ACA
People are great at telling you what
you should do. Your manager, your
partner (life and work!), your father,
your auntie. They all will have an
opinion to share once you get your
FAE results. Instead, let’s look at
some of the things you definitely
should not do now that you have
received them.
What not to do when you pass your
FAEs
First, you do have to go celebrate!
This is tremendous achievement,
be it a first-time pass or your
second go. To have the FAEs in
your pocket is a huge asset. Once
you have had your night out (or a
few!), there are a couple of things
you should be sure not to do now
that you have the good news:
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Don’t take your foot off the
accelerator
You likely have at least one more
busy season ahead. This is your
opportunity to knock it out of the
park. It is the last two miles of the
marathon – the ones that separate
the wheat from the chaff. Wow your
manager, go above and beyond
for your clients, push for the better
audits, go for your one or two rating
and make sure you get the very best
reference and experience possible
on the home stretch. Your peers,
your managers and your partners
will crop up again and again as you
go through your career – leave a
lasting impression. Make this time
count.
Don’t bury your head in the sand
It is time to start gathering

information to inform your next step.
It is likely that you are coming out
of training contract around April or
October, so now is the time to think
about what to do next. Don’t do this
in isolation. In your first 12 months
post-contract, you will have more
options open to you than at any
other time in your career – it can feel
like you’re filling out your CAO form
again. Don’t just assume you know
where you’re going. Get informed and
understand what you don’t want and
see what’s left. Financial accounting,
financial analysis, IA or a mix? SME,
large indigenous, group or SSC?
Practice or client side? International
or global? There are a lot of options.
Talk to your peers and ex-colleagues
that qualified last year to get referrals
for some good recruiters who
understand accounting and finance.
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Get out there a little and start getting
informed.
Don’t assume that 12 more months in
audit or hanging around to become
manager is the best plan
This one is a little sensitive.
Sometimes it may be in the best
interests of your firm to retain you
for 12 months or more post-contract.
Why is this? You know the job, the
clients and you will add significant
value to the firm in knowledge and
billable hours. Sometimes staying
can be in your best interest (if
you’re looking to become Partner,
for example). It works out for both
parties.
Sometimes, however, it can work
against you. If your long-term
ambition is to work client side, the
longer it takes you to move on postcontract, the more difficult it is to
eventually move. Most qualified
accounting teams are like pyramids:
wider at the base and tighter at the
top. The moment you finish your
training contract, you hit the base
of that pyramid. The more PQE you
have, the further up the pyramid you
go and the further up the pyramid
you go, the narrower the pyramid
and the higher the competition.
Will staying on to get, say, that
secondment to corporate finance
really stand you in good stead?
This is a critical question to ask
and decision to make. Make it with
your best interests in mind, not with
someone else’s.
One last thing: be aware that not
everyone will have been as lucky
as you. Not everyone passed. Be
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sensitive. Some really smart and
high-achieving people – people that
are part of your community – did not
receive good news. Be sure to keep
that in mind.
Missed the core/elective? What not
to do if you did not pass your FAEs.
First, don’t panic! It is disappointing
and frustrating, but it is not the end
of the world and you are not alone.
There are plenty of smart, hardworking, high-achieving people in
your peer group that are in the same
boat. The key is how you react to the
news and the decisions you make to
overcome what will, in the long run,
be a minor bump in the road.
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Don’t waste your time
If you are in a training contract and
have another year to go, then this is
an easy call – get your head down,
push to get on the better audits and
go out of your way to deliver for your
manager or director and clients.
Work hard to get an above average
performance rating and make sure
you have a plan to pass FAEs next
time round.

If you are out of a training contract,
then you are at a cross roads.
Will another 12 months in the
same department add any value
to your experience? What are the
alternatives? Will the market consider
you for part-qualified or qualified
accountant roles? How can you use
the next 12 months to make sure you
Don’t immediately react
best position yourself for this time
Leave things to sink in a little
next year? The answers to these
before making any big decisions.
questions are personal to you. You
There plenty of options in terms of
repeating, so the opportunity to take a will not benefit from putting off the
second run isn’t a million miles away. exams – that is a fact. The sooner
you get back on track, the better.
Take a deep breath, give yourself a
little distance and then start to plan
The coming 18 months will perhaps
your next step.
be the most formative time in your
career. The effort you put in, the
Don’t repeat the same pattern
decisions you make and the course
expecting a different result
you chart will have an incalculable
It could have been workload, a
impact on your future. Get informed,
personal matter, a bad day or just
reflect and move forward with
bad luck. Things you can’t control
purpose. Your adventure is only
could have affected your result.
beginning!
Some things, however, you can
control. Reflect on what you would
(You can learn a little more about the
have done differently if you could.
landscape post- FAEs and -contract
Did you choose the right elective?
in the Accountancy Ireland & Barden
Are you likely to get that elective
Career Guide and from the Barden
next time? What will you have to do
differently next time to get a different Focus supplement created just for
recently qualified accountants like
result? A little reflection can go a
you.)
long way.
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SOFT SKILLS

The top four soft skills for
today’s trainees

Louise Quinlan ACA shares her insights into the soft skills that helped her
succeed as a recently qualified tax trainee at PwC.
ACCOUNTANCY IRELAND EXTRA
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Looking back on my training years
with PwC, the most valuable skills
I obtained – notwithstanding my
technical skills, which are hugely
important – are the various soft
skills I developed in the workplace.
I initially believed that a successful
career in tax was dependent on
technical skills alone, but I was
wrong. Soft skills are a major force
in business as to work in a servicedriven and client-focused industry
requires not only the technical
expertise, but also interpersonal
skills to deliver the best results
possible.
Being technically strong is
no longer a sole requirement.
Increasingly sought-after traits in
new hires include being a good
communicator, a good listener and
a problem solver, for example.
My key learnings
Soft skills are transferable and
therefore, very important from a
career development perspective.
For me, I’ve always been a multitasker and a time manager. As a
student, I wasn’t as aware of this
as I am now but with the benefit of
hindsight, I can appreciate that I
have good time management skills.
The ability to prioritise and
manage time well has been hugely
beneficial to me in my day-to-day
work. As a trainee, you will prioritise
on a daily basis. There are work
deadlines to meet, lectures to
attend and exams to sit – all while
trying to keep up with your own
social life.
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In my experience, there are a
number of critical soft skills all
trainees should work hard to
develop. Here’s some of the key
skills that have benefited me in
recent years, and the main tips I
would share with you as someone
who has walked in your shoes as a
time-pressed, ambitious trainee:
1. Time management: balancing
work, study and a social life
can be daunting. Plan for the
week ahead. Be aware of what is
expected of you in work, allocate
time to study and plan for some
you time during the week.
2. Communication: Learn to
communicate your timelines
and priorities. For example, if a
colleague asks you to do a piece
of work, figure out a schedule
that will work for both you and
your colleague. Your colleagues
will really appreciate this and
your boss will notice how well
you work within your team.
3. Build relationships: Building
good relationships with your
colleagues will strengthen your
work network and benefit you in
your career as you progress.
4. Problem solving: Nothing in life
is black and white and tax (or
audit, financial services, etc.) is
no different. Look beyond the
obvious. Don’t be afraid if the
solution you provide isn’t 100%
correct. The people you work
with will admire and value your
ambition and drive to solve the
problem.
Seize your opportunity
From day one, each PwC
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trainee’s career path is paved with
opportunities to develop through
the combination of formal training
and, most importantly, on the job
experience which comes with
excellent coaching. I strongly
encourage all trainees to take part
in the relevant training programmes
offered and tap into the experience
of colleagues who have learnings
and insights relevant to your role.
Personally, this combination has
helped me excel in terms of my
ability to manage my time, an
invaluable skill in my day-to-day job.
I’m not the only graduate who once
thought that a career in accounting
or tax is all about technical
expertise. I would encourage every
student to take a leap of faith and
discover a wider skill set beyond
the classroom.
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Embrace the journey
Laura Tynan ACA, Manager at EY EMEIA Restructuring, explains her
role and the importance of networking in developing your career.
Tell us a little bit about your current
role and how you got there.
Having started my career in
Deloitte’s corporate finance practice,
I now work in corporate restructuring
with EY in London. I work with
boards and senior management on
complex, cross-border cases where
there’s a need for both financial
restructuring and operational
performance improvement. I
also sit on the Young Members
Committee of INSOL, a worldwide
federation of national associations
for accountants and lawyers who
specialise in turnaround, and I’m
actively involved in the EY Women’s
Network where I co-lead our internal
Gender Debate. I’m also a member
of Women in Banking and Finance,
and the 100 Women in Finance
group. These organisations provide
an opportunity to engage with senior
professionals across a spectrum of
industries and discuss the ongoing
opportunities to promote gender
equality.
What would you regard as your
greatest challenge in your career?
Not realising the length of my career
trajectory. I thought I had to learn
everything in the three years of my
training contract, but these years
are really building blocks for a long
and varied career. Enjoy the early
years and realise just how much
opportunity lies ahead.
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Which soft skill do you utilise most
in your professional life, and how
have you cultivated it?
The ability to be influential.
From building rapport with key
individuals in the company I’m
restructuring to developing strong
professional relationships, empathy,
understanding and effective
communication have been key
to my success. We operate in an
international landscape with a
diverse group of individuals where
this skill is increasingly important.
If you could change one thing about
your career path, what would it be?
I’d put greater focus on developing
my professional relationships early

on. As a first year trainee fresh out
of university, I had the misperception
that this was something of
importance for the more senior
members of the firm, which is
certainly not the case. If you’re still
early in your career and the idea
of business development seems
daunting, remember you must start
from where you are. For example,
begin by cultivating a network with
your peers by attending professional
events, like the many held by the
Institute. And when you do make
these connections, remember to
follow up with the people you meet.
From a professional perspective, this
is the difference between a good
evening and a valuable evening.
What career advice would you
give to your student self as you
embarked on your CAP 1 journey?
Realise that it is exactly that, a
journey, and you’ll progress vastly
along the way. I was overcome with
doubt at the start as to how I would
succeed in my audit exams, having
had no exposure to the field, but I
absolutely did. Trust in the guidance
and system that the Institute has in
place. They’ve successfully taken
many students through this journey
before you and you’ll be no different.
It can be daunting and perhaps
overwhelming, but maintain that
self-belief that has got you here and
you’ll do great.
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